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Abstract: Frequency regulation and droop control of doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) can
quickly respond to frequency changes and reduce the maximum rate of frequency (MROFF) in power
systems. However, due to real-time dynamic changes in the MPPT control loop, the ability to improve
the lowest frequency point is limited. Therefore, this article first describes an in-depth analysis of
the dynamic characteristics of the incremental power of frequency regulation with droop control
using an equivalent linear model. The limitations of improving the lowest frequency point under the
influence of dynamic changes in the MPPT control loop are revealed. Secondly, to address the impact
of these dynamics, an improved decoupling frequency regulation (IDFR) strategy based on power
tracking is proposed, aiming to increase the maximum frequency deviation (MFD) and MROCOF.
Then, in order to overcome the difficulty of adjusting control coefficients in the IDFR strategy, an
adaptive control coefficient tuning fuzzy control method based on frequency deviation and ROCOF
was proposed to flexibly adjust control requirements under various working conditions, thereby
improving the control stability and performance of the system and effectively solving the problem of
control coefficient allocation. Finally, to verify the frequency regulation performance of the proposed
IDFR strategy under various operating conditions, simulations were conducted based on different
disturbances and wind conditions. The results show that the proposed IDFR strategy significantly
improves the system MFD and MROCOF improvement ability under various conditions.

Keywords: frequency regulation control; droop control; equivalent linear model; DFIG; improved
decoupling frequency regulation

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the wind power industry, DFIGs are gradually replacing
traditional synchronous generators (TSGs) and connecting to the power grid, leading to an
evolution of the power grid structure [1]. However, under this new power grid structure,
DFIGs cannot achieve instant matching with frequency due to their special structure, and
therefore cannot actively adapt to changes in frequency, which affects the overall inertia
and frequency response ability of the grid [2,3]. Especially in high-wind-penetrated grids,
DFIGs may be more prone to triggering frequency load shedding protection, posing a
threat to the safe and stable operation of the power grid [4].

As in [5], the rotors of DFIGs have significant frequency regulation (FR) potential due
to their wide operating range, and compared to TSG, DFIGs may improve their FR per
megawatt by several times. This has attracted widespread attention from many power
system operators and countries, including China, Eir Grid, the National Grid of the UK, etc.,
which have all formulated specific requirements for FR and the inertia control of DFIGs,
enabling wind-power-connected power systems to meet certain standards and performance
levels in FR and inertia [6–10].

Inertial control is a key technology in power system FR control. Its main goal is to
improve the frequency change rate (df /dt) of the system, so as to realize the inertial response
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of the DFIG controlled by the converter to the power grid [11]. The droop control of DFIGs
aims to suppress the frequency drop by establishing a coupling relationship between
frequency offset and wind turbine droop characteristics [12]. Through droop control, the
system can more effectively respond to external disturbances and maintain frequencies
within the allowable range. Ref. [13] proposed a method for evaluating FR capability by
comprehensively considering indicators that provide inertia and main frequency support,
which helped to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the performance of
droop control. In addition, the droop control coefficient plays a crucial role in FR, and its
fixed parameters limit the adaptability of DFIGs in the face of different disturbances and
operating conditions [14]. To address this issue, an innovative adaptive frequency control
strategy is proposed which takes into account factors such as rotor speed, released kinetic
energy, and system frequency dynamics and adapts frequency adjustments to different
operating conditions by adjusting control coefficients [15–17]. However, the decrease in
rotor speed under this adaptive frequency control strategy may lead to DFIGs deviating
from the MPPT operation, and this phenomenon will become more pronounced as the
control coefficient increases, thereby reducing the additional FR power injected by DFIGs
into the grid. In order to ensure a balance between MPPT and frequency regulation in
the system, it is necessary to conduct more in-depth research and optimization of control
strategies to overcome these potential FR performance issues.

In power systems, DC capacitors are widely used to simulate the inertial characteristics
of the system [18]. Although the DC capacitor does not directly affect MPPT control, its
stored electrostatic energy is relatively limited [19]. In order to further improve the FR
performance of the system, in addition to the aforementioned FR schemes, energy storage
technologies with fast responses can be introduced to achieve timely support and FR,
including battery energy storage, superconducting energy storage, flywheel energy storage
and supercapacitor energy storage, etc. [20,21]. However, the high investment cost will limit
the large-scale practical applications of these energy storage technologies in power systems.

To overcome the problems of the FR control strategy mentioned above, this paper
first introduces an equivalent linear model to describe the dynamic characteristics of FR
increment power in droop control, aiming to gain a more comprehensive understanding
of the behavior of the droop control system in FR. Secondly, based on this, an innovative
improved decoupling FR strategy (IDFR) based on power tracking operation is further
proposed. Considering that traditional FR strategies often use fixed coefficients to face
variable disturbances and operational conditions that cannot meet the actual FR require-
ments, this paper takes frequency deviation (∆f ) and df /dt as inputs and uses the fuzzy
control method to determine the adaptive control coefficient. Finally, the FR adaptability
and effectiveness of the IDFR strategy are verified under different operating conditions.

With the high proportion of new energy connected to the power grid resulting in a
reduction in system inertia, it is imperative for new energy, mainly wind, to participate in
frequency modulation. The strategy proposed in this paper weakens the “weakening effect”
on the frequency support power caused by the interaction between the maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) mode of a DFIG and its own speed in the traditional frequency
modulation strategy. And fuzzy control is used to make DFIGs show excellent frequency
modulation performance in the face of various disturbances and operating conditions, and
maintain the frequency safety and stability of the system.

2. Control of DFIGs

Figure 1 shows a typical DFIG configuration with MPPT function, which mainly
consists of basic components such as wind turbines, gearboxes, induction generators, and
back-to-back rotor side converters (RSC) and grid side converters (GSC). Among them,
the stator side is directly connected to the power grid, while the rotor side is connected to
the power grid through a back-to-back converter. Specifically, RSC and GSC adopt typical
vector control and PI control [22,23], where the main function of RSC is to achieve unit
power factor operation. It adjusts the frequency and amplitude of the rotor voltage to
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inject active power into the grid, aiming to ensure that the system can effectively achieve
maximum power capture under different wind speeds and operating conditions, thereby
improving the overall efficiency of the generator.
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Figure 1. Typical structure of a DFIG.

The rotor current closed-loop control block diagram based on stator-flux-oriented
vector control is shown in Figure 1. The control system includes two cascaded controllers:
the outpower controller and the inner current controller. The feedback-measured active and
reactive power are obtained from the generator output voltage and current. The references
for active power and reactive power are compared with the feedback values [23]. The rotor
current references for active and reactive power components are calculated after passing
PI1 and PI3. Then, the rotor current for active and reactive power components is adjusted
with the rotor current feedback values. The rotor voltage control command is obtained as
in (1) by coupling with the feedforward compensation term and output of PI2 and PI4. uref

rd =
[(

kp1 +
1
s ki1

)
(Qref − Q)− ird

](
kp2 +

1
s ki2

)
− ωsσLrirq

uref
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[(
kp3 +

1
s ki3

)
(Pref − P)− irq

](
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1
s ki4

)
+ ωsσLrird + ωs

Lm
Ls

ψs
(1)

where urd
ref and urq

ref are the rotor voltage references for dq-axis components, respectively;
ird and irq are the rotor current command for dq-axis components; Pref, Qref, P, and Q are the
reference and measurements for active power and reactive power of DFIGs, respectively;
kp1, ki1, kp2, ki2, kp3, ki3, kp4, and ki4, are the gains of PI1 PI2, PI3, and PI4, respectively; Lr,
Lm, and Ls are rotor, stator, and magnetizing inductances, respectively; and ωs, σ, and Ψs
are the slip angular velocity, leakage factor, and flux linkage of stator, respectively.

The power characteristics of the DFIG running on MPPT are as follows:

PMPPT =
1
2

ρπR2cp, max(
ωrR
λopt

)
3
= kgω3

r (2)

where kg and λopt are the coefficient and optimal tip-speed ratio, respectively.
The deloading operation, which reserves a certain amount of power depending on the

command, has been widely employed for frequency regulation. To achieve the deloading
operation, when modifying the setting of the control coefficient for power operation in
Equation (2), operating point A moves to the deloading curves and is then stabilized at A1
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or A2 with a dynamic state, as shown in the blue lines of Figure 2. This dynamic process can
be used for providing fast frequency responses for storing redundant power from the grid
or releasing power to the grid. This is the key idea for designing a decoupled frequency
regulation scheme.
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Figure 2. Operating characteristics of DFIGs.

3. Adaptive Frequency Regulation Scheme of DFIGs

Based on the deloading operation idea of frequency regulation, this section reveals
the “weakening effect” in the traditional frequency modulation strategy, and proposes the
variable power tracking control strategy of DFIGs based on fuzzy control.

3.1. Dynamic Characteristics of Frequency Regulation Incremental Power for Droop Control

Figure 3 shows the FR scheme of DFIGs with droop control. The power reference
control loop consists of two parts: the output of the MPPT control loop (PMPPT) and the
output of the droop control (∆Pdroop).
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In ref. [12], ∆Pdroop can expressed as

∆Pdroop = −Kp( f − fnom) = −Kp∆ f (3)

where Kp is the control gain representing droop control as an adjustment parameter that
determines the degree of response of droop control to grid frequency offset, f is the actual
frequency of the power grid, f nom represents the expected operating frequency of the power
grid, and ∆f is the offset of the grid frequency, that is, the difference between the actual
frequency and the reference frequency.

When a DFIG participates in FR through droop control, its rotor speed will decrease
or increase according to the sign of ∆f, which leads to the deviation of the DFIG from the
MPPT operation curve. Therefore, changes in the MPPT control loop can be expressed in
the following expressions:

∆PMPPT = kg(ω0 + ∆ωr)
3 − kgω3

0 ≈ −3kgω2
0∆ωr (4)
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where ∆PMPPT is the power variation in the MPPT control loop, that is, the power change
caused by the deviation of the DFIG from the MPPT, ω0 is the DFIG initial speed, and ∆ωr
is the rotor speed deviation, calculated by ∆ωr = ωr − ω0.

According to Equation (4), the actual power injected by the DFIG into the power grid
during FR is

∆Pact = ∆PMPPT + ∆P = −3kgω2
0∆ωr +

(
−Kp∆ f

)
(5)

According to Figure 4 and Equation (5), it can be seen that after the disturbance arrives
at time t0, as with the increase in ∆f, an increase in ∆P and ∆ωr will be caused, which leads
to the deviation of ∆Pact from the ideal power injected by the DFIG into the grid. The
deviation in ∆Pact depends on the gain coefficient Kp of the droop control loop and the size
of the disturbance.
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Figure 5 illustrates the incremental power to the power grid with different settings of
Kp. Larger ∆ωr leads to ∆PMPPT of a larger value so as to decrease the incremental power
for frequency regulation, which will impair the contribution for improving the maximum
frequency deviation. With a large setting of Kp, ∆Pact will be large, so as to release more
kinetic energy to the power grid, but the risk of causing the shutdown of the DFIG will be
increased, even causing an instability of the power system [19].
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3.2. Proposed Frequency Regulation Scheme Based on Fuzzy Control

Based on the aforementioned analysis, difficulties arise when assigning the setting of
Kp, and part of ∆P should compensate for ∆PMPPT so as to decrease ∆Pact, thereby adversely
impacting the performance for FR.

In this paper, direct control based on coefficient change is adopted, especially for the
power tracking operation (kvar) in the power-speed controller, which is designed to realize
the deviation of the DFIG from the MPPT operation curve and participate in the system FR,
as follows:

PW = kvarω3
r = kg(1 + ∆k)× ω3

r (6)
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where ∆k is the coefficient for various power tracking operations of DFIG.
As in Equation (6), in the absence of disturbance, the DFIG operates in MPPT mode.

However, when the system detects disturbances, due to the introduction of the coefficient of
variation ∆k, the DFIG will deviate from the MPPT working point to participate in FR, thus
possessing dual FR capability. Specifically, this will happen when the grid ∆f < 0, due to the
implementation of positive ∆k. The operating point of the DFIG will move to the left of the
MPPT curve shown in Figure 6, and the trajectory changes will be represented from A→B.
In this case, DFIGs can more actively provide power to maintain the stability of the grid
frequency when dealing with disturbances caused by reduced grid frequency. On the other
hand, when dealing with grid over-frequency disturbances (see trajectory A→C in Figure 6),
due to the ∆k being negative, the running point of the DFIG will move to the right, where
ωmax and ωmin represent the maximum and minimum values in Figure 6, respectively.
This FR response enables the DFIG to effectively absorb the energy of over-frequency and
prevent any excessive power imbalance in the system.
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The amount of power released or absorbed by the DFIG depends on the setting of
∆k: even if the use of the large fixed ∆k could improve the frequency regulation capability,
the stable operation of the DFIG will not be facilitated due to excessive rotor energy being
released or absorbed, and over-compensation for frequency regulation will exist for a small
frequency disturbance. On the other hand, if ∆k is too small, the FR capability of DFIGs
will not be able to meet the system requirements, and the FR potential will not be fully
utilized, especially at high wind speeds.

A fuzzy controller is a kind of nonlinear controller that does not require the precise
mathematical modeling of the controlled process and which has good robustness and adapt-
ability [24]. Fuzzy control performs particularly practically, especially in situations where
the controlled process is complex or it is difficult to establish an accurate mathematical
model. Due to the difficulty in adapting to various disturbances and operating conditions
with a fixed ∆k setting, the setting of ∆k becomes a comprehensive process. In this context,
this paper proposes a frequency regulation scheme based on fuzzy control, where the
input variables of the fuzzy controller are instantaneous ∆f and df /dt. Specifically, the
fuzzy control scheme enables DFIGs to dynamically adjust ∆k based on instantaneous ∆f
and df /dt, and move according to the preset trajectory of Equation (6), making DFIGs
more flexible in responding to grid disturbances and changes in operating conditions, and
achieving more adaptive FR responses.

For the fuzzy controller, the variation ranges of ∆f and df /dt are [−0.8, 0.8] and
[−0.5, 0.5], respectively. In addition, to avoid the adverse impact of excessive ∆k on
frequency regulation, the adjustment range of ∆k is set as [−1.2, 1.2]. To accurately reflect
the control concept and avoid increasing the complexity of fuzzy inference rules, this
paper divides the input and output fuzzy subsets into seven types, including NB (negative
maximum), NM (negative moderation), NS (negative minimum), Z (zero), PS (positive
minimum), PM (positive moderation), and PB (positive maximum). This classification helps
to simplify the fuzzy logic reasoning system, making it easier to understand and implement.
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Specifically, the fuzzy subsets of input and output are shown in Figure 7, while Table 1
illustrates the fuzzy logic rules used in this scheme, Considering the subjectivity of the
membership function and fuzzy rule setting, it is still possible to improve this optimization
in the future. These rules are used to derive the corresponding output under given input
conditions. By dividing input and output into these seven types, the design of fuzzy control
systems is more interpretable, making system operations more intuitive and clear.
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Table 1. Fuzzy logic rules.

∆k df /dt

NB NM NS Z PS PM PB

∆f

NB PB PB PB PM PS PS PM
NM PB PB PM PM PS PS PM
NS PB PM PM PS PS PS PS
Z PS PS Z Z Z NS NS
PS NS NS NS NS NM NM NB
PM NM NS NS NM NM NB NB
PB NM NS NS NM NB NB NB

The fuzzy inference principle in Table 1 is that ∆f and df /dt have the same sign. When
the system frequency is at the beginning stage of the frequency decrease, ∆f is very small
and df /dt is large. Therefore, ∆k should be set to a larger value to prevent further frequency
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decrease. When ∆f is large and df /dt is small, this indicates that the grid frequency is
gradually approaching the lowest point, and ∆k can slightly decrease to avoid the excessive
deceleration of the DFIG rotor kinetic energy release. In addition, before the lowest point
of frequency, a large amount of power can be released to reduce the maximum frequency
offset. When ∆f and df /dt have different symbols, this indicates that ∆f gradually decreases
and df /dt gradually decreases to zero. In this case, to avoid the excessive deceleration
of DFIGs, ∆k needs to be reduced. This adjustment makes the system more flexible in
adapting to changes in grid frequency, avoiding the problem of excessive deceleration. In
summary, the output of fuzzy control based on Mamdani type was obtained, as shown in
Figure 8.
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The flowchart of the IDFR strategy based on fuzzy control is shown in Figure 9.
When ∆f does not exceed the deadbands, the DFIG runs on the MPPT curve. When the
disturbance occurs and ∆f exceeds the deadbands, the DFIG detects its own operating
state. If the DFIG speed is within its normal operating range (0.7 < ωr < 1.25), kvar changes
according to ∆f and df /dt, and the DFIG absorbs or releases the kinetic energy of the rotor
to automatically participate in system frequency regulation due to the presence of ∆k.
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The proposed scheme in this article has the following characteristics: (1) By moving
the operating curve of the DFIG, it achieves a fast frequency response without the need
to measure wind speed and preset standby power, and provides the characteristic of
dual regulation ability. This means that the system can quickly adapt to changes in grid
frequency without the need to measure wind speed or set backup power in advance [25]. By
adjusting ∆k and moving the operation curve, the DFIG can flexibly participate in system
frequency modulation to ensure frequency stability. (2) Under various disturbances and
operating conditions, the power coefficient of the power tracking operation is determined
by considering the fuzzy control of the df /dt and the instantaneous ∆f. This fuzzy control
solves the comprehensive problem of the distribution control coefficient, so that the system
can adjust the power coefficient in real time according to the actual operation situation
and the grid disturbance, and further enhances the adaptability of the system so that it can
show good performance under different working conditions.

4. Model System and Simulation Results

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed IDFR scheme based on fuzzy control, this
paper establishes a single-line model system on the EMTP-RV simulation platform. The
system includes eight synchronous generators (TSG1-TSG8), a wind farm based on a DFIG,
an asynchronous motor with a capacity of 350 MW, and a static load, as shown in Figure 10.
The wind farm is formed by the aggregation of 24 DFIG units with a capacity of 5 MW [26],
and the converters and mechanical subsystems of each DFIG are modeled according to
Figure 1.
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In this paper, the FR performance of the DFIG with MPPT, adaptive droop control [15],
fixed control coefficient, and proposed dynamic control coefficient (∆k based on fuzzy
control) under different wind conditions and disturbances are studied, as shown in Table 2.
Among these factors, the Kp of droop control is set to 5% [16], and the frequency strategy of
the fixed control coefficient is set to 0.5.

Table 2. Settings for the case studies.

Size of Disturbance (MW) Wind Speed (m/s)

Case 1 100 7.5
Case 2 100 9.0

4.1. Case 1: Wind Speed = 7.5 m/s, Disturbance = 100 MW

The simulation output results corresponding to various control strategies are shown in
Figure 11 under a disturbance size of 100 MW. The increase in the power imbalance leads
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to a decrease in the lowest frequency to 59.28 Hz. When the DFIG adopts adaptive droop
control, the lowest frequency is 59.36 Hz, but the “weakening effect” of MPPT operation
on the frequency support power results in a decrease in the actual output power of the
DFIG by 0.02 p.u., as shown in Figure 11c. When the DFIG adopts a fixed ∆k frequency
regulation, the lowest point of the frequency increases to 59.38 Hz. The output power of
FR is significantly increased compared to a fixed control coefficient, indicating that for
severe disturbances to the system, as shown in Figure 11c, the power system requires more
additional power to compensate for the power imbalance. Under the proposed method, the
DFIG stall can be avoided, and the rotor kinetic energy can be maximized to supplement
the system power shortage.
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value of ∆k.

Due to the increase in the disturbance size, the maximum ∆k increased by 0.16 p.u.
When the DFIG adopts the frequency adjustment strategy proposed in this paper, the
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kinetic energy released by the DFIG rotor increases by 0.08 p.u. (Figure 11b). Before the
lowest frequency point, the lowest frequency point could be raised to 59.42 Hz, as shown
in Figure 11a and Table 3. Due to the increase in disturbance, the minimum speed of the
proposed scheme decreases to 0.72 p.u. Therefore, the DFIG releases more rotor kinetic
energy to increase the lowest frequency point. Due to the fact that ∆k can be modified to
consider various interferences, it maintains excellent FR performance in improving the
lowest frequency point, as shown in Figure 11d. This indicates that the proposed dynamic
adjustment strategy can more flexibly respond to changes in system disturbances and
maintain good performance under different operating conditions.

Table 3. Simulation results of Case 1.

Frequency Lowest
Point (Hz)

Minimum Rotative
Speed (p.u.)

Maximum Output
Power of a DFIG (p.u.)

The Difference between
Ideal Power and Actual

Power (p.u.)

MPPT 59.28 0.85 0.26 0

Adaptive droop control 59.36 0.80 0.34 (real)/0.36 (ideal) 0.02

Fixed ∆k 59.38 0.74 0.40 0

Fuzzy control 59.42 0.72 0.46 0

4.2. Case 2: Wind Speed = 9.0 m/s, Disturbance = 100 MW

In this case, the wind speed increased to 9.0 m/s, resulting in higher rotor speed and
more kinetic energy available for frequency modulation. Since the output power of the
DFIG is calculated according to (6), even if the same ∆k is used in the FR of fixed ∆k, more
power could be generated to support the dynamic frequency of the system (see Figure 12c),
so that the lowest frequency increased to 59.45 Hz, which is more than that in Case 1 (see
Figure 11a,c and Table 4). For the proposed dynamic ∆k scheme, due to the increase in
rotor speed, more power is injected into the grid, thereby increasing the lowest frequency
to 59.49 Hz, as shown in Figure 12a,c.

Table 4. Simulation result of Case 2.

Frequency Lowest
Point (Hz)

Minimum Rotative
Speed (p.u.)

Maximum Output
Power of a DFIG (p.u.)

The Difference between
Ideal Power and Actual

Power (p.u.)

MPPT 59.28 1.02 0.46 0
Adaptive droop control 59.45 0.93 0.63 (real)/0.67 (ideal) 0.04

Fixed ∆k 59.45 0.88 0.69 0
Fuzzy control 59.49 0.86 0.79 0
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5. Conclusions 
This research first introduces an equivalent linear model to describe the incremental 

power dynamic characteristics of an FR system with droop control. Secondly, an im-
proved strategy for incremental power dynamics based on power tracking operation is 
proposed, namely the IDFR strategy, which aims to improve the frequency minimum 
point and df/dt of the system. Considering the problem of the insufficient adaptability of 
traditional fixed coefficient FR strategies in the face of various disturbances and operating 
conditions, this paper adopts a fuzzy control method, which adaptively determines the 
control coefficient of power tracking operation by considering ∆f and df/dt as inputs. The 
proposed control scheme has the following significant advantages: 
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ducing fuzzy control, which comprehensively considers the df/dt and ∆f, thus effec-
tively solving the comprehensive problem of control coefficient allocation. The ap-
plication of fuzzy control enables the system to respond more flexibly to complex 
and changing working environments, improving the robustness and adaptability of 
the control. 

(2) The proposed IDFR strategy exhibits excellent performance in the face of various in-
terferences and operating conditions. By effectively adjusting the control coefficient 
of the power tracking operation, the system can maintain the frequency’s lowest 
point under different working conditions, and significantly improve the df/dt. This 
advantage makes the system more stable and responsive, with significantly en-
hanced adaptability. 
At present, fuzzy control is used to make the fan adapt to different operating condi-

tions. Considering the complexity and flexibility of fuzzy control, different parameter op-
timization methods will be constructed at a later stage to determine the key parameters of 
frequency modulation. 
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Figure 12. Results for Case 2. (a) Frequency. (b) Rotor speed. (c) The power of FR.

5. Conclusions

This research first introduces an equivalent linear model to describe the incremental
power dynamic characteristics of an FR system with droop control. Secondly, an improved
strategy for incremental power dynamics based on power tracking operation is proposed,
namely the IDFR strategy, which aims to improve the frequency minimum point and df /dt
of the system. Considering the problem of the insufficient adaptability of traditional fixed
coefficient FR strategies in the face of various disturbances and operating conditions, this
paper adopts a fuzzy control method, which adaptively determines the control coefficient
of power tracking operation by considering ∆f and df /dt as inputs. The proposed control
scheme has the following significant advantages:

(1) The power coefficient of the power tracking operation is effectively solved by introduc-
ing fuzzy control, which comprehensively considers the df /dt and ∆f, thus effectively
solving the comprehensive problem of control coefficient allocation. The application
of fuzzy control enables the system to respond more flexibly to complex and changing
working environments, improving the robustness and adaptability of the control.

(2) The proposed IDFR strategy exhibits excellent performance in the face of various
interferences and operating conditions. By effectively adjusting the control coefficient
of the power tracking operation, the system can maintain the frequency’s lowest
point under different working conditions, and significantly improve the df /dt. This
advantage makes the system more stable and responsive, with significantly enhanced
adaptability.

At present, fuzzy control is used to make the fan adapt to different operating con-
ditions. Considering the complexity and flexibility of fuzzy control, different parameter
optimization methods will be constructed at a later stage to determine the key parameters
of frequency modulation.
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